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There are a number of changes to the listings for the Colonial Spanish Horse (CSH) on the 2014 

Conservation Priority List (CPL). We at The Livestock Conservancy have always been a bit 

perplexed by how to list this type of horse because there are several distinct strains within the 

overall breed. Each of these strains has advocates who insist that their strain is distinct from the 

others, and thus it warrants individual listing. The problem with this approach is that these strains 

are more similar to one another by type and genetics than they are to any other equine breed in 

the United States. Some of these strains are, indeed, bred in isolation as a distinct population. 

Others are maintained in isolation, but also contribute to an overall composite Colonial Spanish 

Horse breed that is created by blending several strains together.  

While strain conservation is important and helps to keep the CSH genetically viable, listing all 

the strains on the CPL does not really address the overall conservation situation very well. Our 

goal is to highlight the strains that are of priority for conservation while avoiding some of the 

inherent pitfalls. A common issue is that many of the strains of Colonial Spanish Horse are 

named for specific source herds (usually feral) that are still in existence, still go by the original 

name, but are no longer pure CSH due to crossbreeding. Listing these strains on the CPL could 

give the false impression that all horses going by that name would qualify as Colonial Spanish 

Horses, which is a disservice to the strain as well as to its conservation, because currently only a 

small number of those horses are of pure strain.  

Recent developments in the horse market in the United States influenced by the down economy 

have put all horses at a disadvantage. Many people have had to downsize their herds or eliminate 

all of their horses completely. This is a serious threat and holds true for Colonial Spanish Horses, 

which remain a conservation priority, as well as other breeds.  

Following is a listing of the various strains and our reasons for the way we listed them on the 

2014 CPL. Strains listed separately are those that are distinct and rarely contribute to a composite 

Colonial Spanish Horse, are that have a robust breeder group of sufficient numbers and have 

been maintained in isolation from the other strains for several decades.  

Feral Strains 

 General Feral Strains will not be listed separately because in each Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) areas, it is now evident that most horses found there would not 

qualify as a CSH strain because they are obviously crossbred.  

 

 Kiger horses have never been accepted by the Livestock Conservancy as CHS strains 

because the type of the horses is different from the Colonial Spanish type. In addition, 



breeders of these strains tend to select away from the accepted CHS standard type, so 

these differences are likely to increase. 

 

 Sulphur horses remain an important strain. Their number is at the lower end of viability 

for conservation as a distinct, unmixed strain, and the feral herds now include only as 

small group of horses that would qualify as Colonial Spanish. For these reasons, we 

considered it best not to list them separately, but only under “Composite” since Sulphurs 

have historically contributed to the composite breed.  

 

 Pryor horses have a unique situation in that there is a continued popularity of the type 

found in horses that trace back to a non-Colonial Spanish horse introduced from Rock 

Springs BLM facility. This means that the genetic integrity of this herd has been 

compromised, and this is likely to increase in the future. For this reason, we have 

removed them as a separate strain, although horses with the correct CSH type and lack of 

Rock Springs ancestors are still considered Colonial Spanish.  

 

 Cerbat horse numbers are too low to conserve as a distinct strain, and the feral 

population is at dangerously low numbers or already extinct. We feel that it may be too 

misleading to list this strain separately, although Cerbat horses have contributed broadly 

to the composite.  

Geographic Strains 

 Banker strains are problematic because the type is somewhat distinct from other Colonial 

Spanish strains. “Banker” specifically includes horses from Shackleford, Corolla, 

Ocracoke, Core, Hatteras, and Cedar. There are important differences among some of 

these strains, but the blanket “Banker” designation is still appropriate. We will continue 

to list them as a distinct strain, though, because numbers and genetic isolation are 

sufficient to assure that horses listed as “Banker” are, indeed, of the Banker strain. In 

addition, they rarely contribute to the composite Colonial Spanish breed.  

 

 Florida Cracker horses have sufficient numbers and isolation to be conserved as a 

distinct strain, and will continue to be listed separately. In addition, this strain rarely 

contributes to the composite CSH.  

 

 Marsh Tacky horses have sufficient numbers and isolation to be conserved as a distinct 

strain, and will continue to be listed separately. In addition, this strain rarely contributes 

to the composite CSH.  

 

 Santa Cruz horses are a problem because of their very low numbers, but their strain 

identity is secure. All horses that could be classified as Santa Cruz are of Colonial 



Spanish type, and no other horses could be confused with this strain. They rarely, if ever, 

contribute to the composite Colonial Spanish Horse.  

 

 Galiceño horses are a separate breed. They share a distinct genetic heritage with the 

Chilote of Chile. Both strains are more linked to the horses of Northern Spain than they 

are to those of Southern Spain, and have a distinct type and genetics. As a result, they are 

not included under the umbrella of “Colonial Spanish Horse” and should not be 

introduced into the Colonial Spanish gene pool.  

 

Breeder Strains 

 Belsky horses are from a rare strain that has contributed to the composite. Few breeders 

are actively pure-breeding this strain, so it would be misleading to list it as a separate 

strain.  

 

 New Mexico Horse Project horses have been used in the composite Colonial Spanish 

Horse. There has been little activity directed to saving the pure-strain remnants of 

McKinley, Baca, and Mt. Taylor horses. They remain important, but at this time, listing 

them separately is more misleading than helpful. The origin of the New Mexico Horse 

Project horses has never been sufficiently validated for us to include them as Colonial 

Spanish Horses.  

 

 Wilbur-Cruce horses have active breeders and a distinct identity. This strain rarely 

contributes to the composite CSH, and will continue to be listed separately.  

Tribal Strains 

 Choctaw horses (including Cherokee and Housateca) have active breeders and a distinct 

identity. They also have contributed to the composite CSH, but are listed separately 

because of the large number of horses maintained as a distinct strain. 

 

Changes to our Conservation Priority List are made after great consideration by the Livestock 

Conservancy Programs staff and advisors. By continuing to obtain census information on breed 

populations, including their various strains, and tracking the conservation efforts of breeders, we 

can maintain a continual focus on our mission of genetic conservation.  

 

 

 



 


